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A well-known theorem of Debreu about additive representations of preferences is applied in a 
non-additive context, to characterize continuous subjective expected utility maximization for the 
case where the probability measures may be non-additive. The approach of this paper does not 
need the assumption that lotteries with known (objective) probability distributions over 
consequences are available. 
1. Introduction 
There is nowadays an increasing interest for the approach to decision 
making under uncertainty which explains violations of Savage’s (1954) ‘sure- 
thing principle’ by allowing for non-additivity of probability measures. A 
characterization of non-additivity of probability measures has been provided 
by Schmeidler (1984a, b, 1986). He assumed that not only consequences are 
available as result from a decision situation, but also all simple lotteries (with 
known probability distributions) over consequences. In many economic 
applications the introduction of lotteries with known probability distribu- 
tions on consequences will be felt as an artificial construct. This motivated 
the present paper; it will remove the assumption of the availability of 
lotteries, and will replace that by the assumption of continuity of utility, an 
assumption which for most economic applications will not be felt as a 
restriction. 
As a price for the greater generality obtained, the main characterizing 
condition, ‘comonotonic cardinal coordinate independence’, is not so simple 
and appealing as Schmeidler’s main characterizing condition, ‘comonotonic 
independence’. (I n section 10 we shall sketch how the conditions in 
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Schmeidler’s et-up, because of the presence of lotteries, do imply comonoto- 
nit cardinal coordinate independence.) A further price for the greater 
generality is that, if the main theorem is just ‘one-step-more-complicated 
than the result of Schmeidler, the proof of the main theorem will be far more 
complicated. The reason is that Schmeidler could use the lotteries on the set 
of certain acts to obtain immediately, through certainty equivalents, a 
representing function unique up to a positive afline transformation. This 
representing function was then characterized as the Choquet integral. In our 
set-up there is no easy way to obtain a representing function, unique up to a 
positive affine transformation; obtaining it will be the major complication in 
our proof. A restriction of this paper is that we only consider finite state 
spaces. The extension to arbitrary state spaces will be given in Wakker 
(1987). There also many applications of Schmeidler’s approach will be given. 
Schmeidler extends Anscombe and Aumann’s (1963) derivation of subjec- 
tive expected utility to non-additive probabilities. Analogously this paper 
extends Wakker (1984). Gilboa (1987) analogously extends Savage (1954). 
The method of proof adopted in this paper shows how a well-known 
theorem of Debreu (1960), characterizing additive representations of prefer- 
ences, can be of use in non-additive contexts. The techniques in section 7 
may also be of use for the application of Debreu’s theorem to subsets of 
Cartesian products. Some details in the proof have not been elaborated here; 
they can be found in Wakker (1986). 
The expression ‘non-additive probability’ is used in an informal way in this 
paper; the formal term will be ‘capacity’, see Definition 2.1. 
Let us finally note that the main result, Theorem 5.1, can be understood 
without consultation of the remainder of the text, with the exception of some 
definitions, listed directly above that theorem. 
2. The preference relation 
By S={l,..., ri} we denote the set of states (of nature). r denotes a set of 
consequences. Throughout this paper we assume that r is a connected 
separable topological space. Acts are elements of the Cartesian product P’, or, 
equivalently, functions from the set of states to the set of consequences, with 
act f assigning consequence fi to state i for all i. The Cartesian product r” is 
endowed with the product topology. By 3 the preference relation of a 
decision maker on the set of acts is denoted. For any a in r, t? is the 
constant act assigning consequence a to every state. For A c S, and f E P’, fA 
denotes the restriction of f to A. This can be considered to be an element of 
nipA r. For g EP, f_"gA is fACgA, i.e., the act which equals g on A, and f 
on A’. Analogous notations are, for 15 i # j 5 n, a, /? E r, f E P: 
f_ia is [f with fi replaced by a], 
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and 
f_i,ja, fl is [f with fi replaced by c1 and fj by /?I. 
The binary relation 3 is a weak order on a subset E of r” if it is complete on 
E (i.e., for all f,g in E:f$=g or g+f) and transitive on E (i.e., for all f,g,h in 
E: if f +g and g+h then f +h). We write f >g if f +g and not g+f, f xg if 
f +g and g+f, f <g if g+f, and f <g if g> f. We call + trivial on EcP’ if 
f zg for all f,g in E. By 3 we also denote the binary relation on I’ defined 
by a+/? if c(+fi. In the terminologies above, and below, ‘on P will often be 
omitted. Further 3 is continuous if {f EP: f +g} and (f ~P:g>f } are 
closed for all g E P. 
Let again E c r”. A function 4: E + R represents + on E if, for all f, g in E, 
f +g iff 4(f) 2 4(g). We use the term ‘increasing’ rather than ‘strictly 
increasing’. A positive afine transformation adds a real number, next 
multiplies with a positive real number. 
Definition 2.1. A function v:2’-+ R! is a capacity if 
v(0) = 0, (2.1) 
v(S) = 1, (2.2) 
A c B=+v(A) s v(B) (monotonicity). (2.3) 
Definition 2.2. Let v:2’+lR be a capacity. Then, for any function 4: S+ R, 
the Choquet integral of 4 with respect to v, denoted as Js4 dv, or as j4 dv, is 
m 
i v((ioS:~(i)tr))dr+_~~[v({iES:$(i)trj)-I]di. 
For additive capacities the Choquet integral coincides 
integral, as follows from integration by parts. Let R be a 
{L..., n} such that 
$(n(l)) 2+(x(2)) Z..-1 $(n(n)), 
and write for all 15 j s n, 
(2.4) 




Now it can be seen that (2.4) equals 
(2.6) 
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(2.7) 
We have 
jL$dv=IJ4dv f or all J 2 0 (positive homogeneity), (2.8) 
&+4)dv=L+@dv f or all I E R (translation invariance). (2.9) 
Further, 
if 4(i) 2 4*(i) for all i, then 14 dvl j4* dv (monotonicity). (2.10) 
If we consider the Choquet integral as a function(a1) from R” to R, with 
(A i, . . . , A,) E R” interpreted as the function assigning lj to every j, then: 
Proposition 2.1. The Choquet-integral is continuous. 
Proof. See Schmeidler (1984a), or Wakker (1986, Proposition VI.2.4). 0 
We need the following (2.11) in the proof of Theorem 8.1. Note that the 
P”(j) of (2.6) uniquely determine v: for any A cS, take a rc such that 
A = {rr( l), . . . , x(i)}; then v(A)=~~=,P”(n(j)). This also shows that if one 
takes an arbitrary collection of real numbers P”(j), one P”(j) for every 
ljjjn and permutation rr on {l,..., n}, then there exists a (necessarily 
unique) capacity v such that any P*(j) can be derived from v as in (2.6) if 
and only if for all i,n,d: 
P”(i)zO; i P”(j)=l; 
j=l (2.11) 
[{x(l), * * * 9 7r(i)} = {d(l), . . . , W))l* 
[ 
j$IPn(f4jN= i P”‘(+)) . 
j=l 1 
3. Comonotonicity 
The following is a central notion: 
Definition 3.1. A set Cc r” is comonotonic if no f,gc C, i, j E S exist such 
that simultaneously fi> fj and gj>gi. 
Definition 3.2. For a permutation 7~ on S, C”: = {f E P: fncl,+ fnt2)+. * *+
fncn,}. Cid = C” with x identity. 
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For for”, +r is the binary relation on S defined by i+rj whenever 
fi>fj* If 3 is a weak order, then SO is $f. Further, for ScP, +s:= 
n jES+f. Thus i+sj iff fi~fj for all f ES. With an ordering a weak order 
for which no different elements are equivalent, we obtain 
Lemma 3.1. Let SC r”. Let 3 be a weak order. The following three 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) S is comonotonic. 
(ii) 3s is a weak order. 
(iii) S c C” for some permutation 7t on S. 
Proof. (iii) follows from (ii) by letting n be such that i>sj=n.-‘(i)<n-‘(j). 
If (iii) holds, then for f,g E S,fi>fj and gj>gi would imply x--‘(i) <z(j) and 
n-r(j)<.-i(i), which cannot hold. So (i) follows. Finally, (i) is assumed, and 
(ii) is derived. Transitivity of 3s is by transitivity of 3. So completeness of 
& remains to be derived. If not j+si, then there is JES with fi>fj. By 
comonotonicity gi+gj for all g ES. So i+sj. 0 
Statements (ii) and (iii) in Lemma 3.1 were observed by Schmeidler. 
Because of these results he called the acts in S ‘common monotonic’, 
subsequently abbreviated to ‘comonotonic’. Dellacherie (1970) may have been 
the first to see the importance of comonotonicity in connection with the 
Choquet integral. 
Definition 3.3. Let CcP. Then state i is inessential (with respect to 3) on 
C if h_iazh_i/I for all h_ia, h_,BEC. If i is inessential on C”, then we also 
call i n-inessential. If n is the identity, we write id-inessential. The opposite of 
‘inessential’ always is essential. 
A preparatory notation: 
For CI, BE r, c1 v /I [respectively a A B] is u if +=/I 
[respectively cr<p], /I otherwise. 
Lemma 3.2. Let $ be a weak order. Let f ,ge C”, and fj=gj for all 
n-essential j. Then f =g. 
Proof. Suppose f,gE C’*. Define f ‘: = f, go: =g, and inductively, for j= 
1 , . . . , n, f j: = fL;‘( fj v gj), g’: =gL>‘( fj v gj). Note that, for all id-essential 
j,fj=gjF fjvgj. Note also that, for all j>l, fjvgj<fjI:, fjvgj<gjI: SO 
that fJ,&ECid for all j. We conclude: f=f’~f’x...xf”=g”~zg-‘~...~ 
g”=g. 0 
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Lemma 3.3. Let + be a weak order. Let i be n-inessential for all i,z Then 
$ is trivial. 
Proof. Let f,ge P. Take any ct~C. Since CUE C” for all z, there are II, K’ 
such that f, E E C” and g, Cr E C”‘. By the previous Lemma, f x Cr xg. q 
4. Comonotonic cardinal coordinate independence 
The following definition adapts the condition of ‘cardinal coordinate 
independence’ of Wakker (1984) to the present non-additive context. 
Definition 4.1. The binary relation 3 satisfies comonotonic cardinal coordi- 
nate independence (Com.CCZ) if, for all permutations IL, rr’ on (1,. . . ,n}, all j 
and rc-essential i, and all f- ia, g _ iB, f- iy, g _ i 6 E C”, and finally all s -ja, t -jB, 
s_jy, t_jsEC”‘: 
[f_icr=$g_ip & f_iy+g_is & s_jc+_j~]~[s_jy+t_js]. 
A way to gain insight into the condition is to consider the simple and 
elaborated proof in section 5, which may reveal the idea of strength of 
preference underlying the definition. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 will derive direct 
consequences of Com.CCI. 
Assumption 4.1 (for this section). The binary relation 3 is a weak order that 
satisfies Com.CCI. 
Definition 4.2. The binary relation 3 is coordinate independent (CZ) if, for 
all i, f, g, a, B, 
It straightforwardly follows that, for weak orders, CI implies 
[f_AsA~g_AsA]o[f-AtAPg-AtA]. This we adapt to the present non- 
additive context, by restricting it to comonotonic acts. 
Definition 4.3. The binary relation + satisfies comonotonic coordinate inde- 
pendence (Com.CZ) if for all comonotonic {f_as,, g_AsA, f_“tA, g_AtA} we 
have Cf-Asa~g-AsAloCf-At~~g-AtAl. 
Lemma 4.1. The binary relation 3 satisfies comonotonic coordinate 
independence. 
Proof. First we consider the special case that A contains one element, say 
A=(k). Let f-k~lr, g-ksk, f-ktk, g-&EC”. If k is rz-inessential, then 
f-k% =f -IA, and g_,s,xg_,t,, and everything follows. So let k be rc- 
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essential. Then [f-ksk$f-k~lr & f_ktk+f_lrtk & f_ks$=g_ksJ by Com.CCI 
imply f-G=g-A. 
Next we consider the general case. Say f_A~A, g_,s,, f_AtA, geAtAE Cid. 
Define: 
u0:=f-_&4, bO:=g_,s,, C”:=f_AtA, P:=g_,t,. 
Then define, inductively, for j= 1,. . . , n: 
If j$A, then (a’, bj,cj,dj):=(uj-l,bi-l,c’-l,dj-l). 
If j E A, then set CI = sj v tj and define 
(a’,bj,cj,dj):=(a~~‘cr, bj-;‘a, &;‘a, d?+x). 
The above construction has been such that ui =ci, and b{ =di for all k 2 j, 
and such that all new acts are in Cid. For instance, if je A, then uj-l, b”-‘, 
C 
j-1, dj-lEcid im 1 b py, y simple manipulations, a<~{_,, a<bj_,, ~r<c$-~, 
aad::_ I. Further a”=~“, b”=d”. By repeated application of the already 
handled case where A contains exactly one element, we conclude that each of 
the following preferences holds if and only if its predecessor and successor 
hold: f-AsA$g-AsA, u”+bo, ul+b’,...,a”+b”, c”+d”, c”-l+dn-l,...,co+ 
do, f-At&g-AtA. 0 
Definition 4.4. We write fA+:gA if: [there exists sAE such that fAsAC+gAsAE, 
and fas,=, gAsA= E Cn]. 
Lemma 4.2. If fA+:gA, then fAsA+g,s,, for all sAc for which fAsAe, 
gAS*c E C”. 
Proof. Direct from Lemma 4.1. 0 
Definition 4.5. The binary relation 3 satisfies weak monotonicity (w.mon.) if 
f >g whenever fi~gi for all i. It satisfies comonotonic strong monotonicity 
(com.s.mon.) if f >g for all comonotonic { f,g} c C” with @gi for all i and 
fi~gi for a z-essential i. 
Lemma 4.3. The binary relation 3 satisfies weak, and comonotonic strong, 
monotonicity. 
Proof. First we derive weak monotonicity. In three steps: 
Step I. Let g=f-ka, let (Kg} be comonotonic, say JgECid, and let fk+a. 
We show that f +f-ka. 
Suppose f < f-ka. Contradiction will follow. 
Define, for j=O ,..., n, 
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(4.1) 
Then all hj are in Cid. By Com.CI, f<f-ka implies hk_,fk<h’Yka, i.e., 
hk<hk-‘. Id-essentially of k follows. Thus, by Com.CCI, 
[hkka<hkka & hk,C+=h’,f, & hija+hLja] implies 
hLja+h!_Jk, i.e., h’- ‘>hj, for all jz 1. 
Apparently E=h’+h’+**+h - Ir ‘, hk-‘>h’, hk+..*+h”=fk. This, finally, 
contradicts @a. Step 1 is established. 
Step 2. Let again g=f_ka, and @a. Now we do not assume that {f,g} is 
comonotonic. 
Let us assume that ~EC’~. We show that f+f_ka. 
Let I be such that &+a, &<a for all j>l. Then, by repeated application of 
the result of Step 1, f~f-kX+l~f-kX+z~.‘.~~-k~~~-ka, since every two 
consecutive acts are comonotonic (e.g., f-k~k+z and f-&k+ 3 are in C” for a 
n with x(k + 2) = k). Step 2 is established. 
Step 3. Now let A+gi for all i; further f and g are general. We show that 
_f% 
By repeated application of the above result, 
f~f-1gI~((f-IgI)-2gJ~~*~x((f-Igl)-Zg*)*~~ -,g,)=g. 
Weak monotonicity is established. 
Next we derive com.s.mon. Suppose that (f,g} is comonotonic, say 
{f,g} cCid, and that fj~gj for all j. Let further fk>gk for an id-essential k. 
To derive is f >g. Define: 
h has h,=fi for all jsk, hj=gj for all j>k. 
Both (h=) h_kfk and h-d, are in Cid. By WAIlOn. f +h-kfk+h-kg&g. It iS 
sufficient for com.s.mon. to show that h_kfk>h -kg,. Suppose to the contrary 
that h_,f,<h_,g,. We derive a contradiction. 
Define ho,. . . , h” as in (4.1), with a=g,. Since k is id-essential, by Com.CCI 
[hk-kgk~hkkgk&h~kgk~hlr_kfk&hi_jgk~hi_jgk] iIl’@S hLjg&hLjfk, i.e., 
hi-‘$hj, for all jz 1. So g,+&. This contradicts fk>gk. 0 
Corollary 4.1. The binary relation 3 is trivial lfl a+b for all a,/3Er. 
Proof. If + is trivial, then 6!+& so a+/?, for all a,/?. Next assume a$/3 for 
all a, B. Then for any f in any C”, and any a E r, fi+ cCi for all i, and E E C”, 
hence by w.mon. f +E. Analogously f =+i. So f xOr. Also f =Eixg for all 
f,g, a: * is trivial. 0 
Corollary 4.2. One a has a x-essential state lJY every A has a z-essential 
state. 
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Proof. If one n has a n-essential state, then 3 is not trivial. By Corollary 
4.1 &<B for some a,flE r. Since ?i, BE C” for every n, Lemma 3.2 implies that 
every 7~ has a x-essential state. 0 
5. The main theorem 
In this section we give the main theorem of this paper. After the theorem 
the simplest implication (i)*(ii) in it is proved. The proof of (ii)=(i), and of 
the uniqueness results, will be carried out in the following sections, and 
completed in section 9. A survey of the proof is given in section 10. The 
elementary definitions, needed to understand the theorem, can be found in 
the beginning of section 2 up to Definition 2.2. Further are needed 
Definitions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 4.1. 
Theorem 5.1 (main theorem). Let nE N. Let r be a connected separable 
topological space. For the binary relation 3 on r”, the following two 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) There exist a capacity v on 2(‘9...7”) and a continuous function U:T+R 
such that f~+ 1 (U of) do represents 3. 
(ii) The binary relation 3 is a continuous weak order that satisfies Com.CCl. 
The following uniqueness results hold for U, v of (i): 
If some 71 has two or more Ir-essential states, then U is unique 
up to a positive affine transformation, and v is uniquely 
determined. (5.1) 
If + is not trivial, and no K has two or more n-essential 
states, then U is unique up to a continuous increasing 
transformation, and v is uniquely determined. (5.2) 
If 3 is trivial, then U is any constant function, and v is 
arbitrary. (5.3) 
Proof of (i)=+ii) above. Suppose (i) holds. Obviously 3 is a weak order. 
Further, the map f ++( U( fJ, . . . , U( f.)) is continuous, so is, by Proposition 
2.1, the map (U(fI) ,..., U( f,,))Hj (U of) dv. Consequently the map ft+ 
s (U o f) do is continuous. This implies continuity of 3. 
All that remains is Com.CCI. For this, first suppose that: 
i is x-essential; f-iaQ7-ib9 f-iY*g-ib; 
{f-ia,g-iS,f-iY,g-i6)cC”. 
(5.4) 
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The two preferences give, by (2.7), with the rr in (2.7) identical to our 
present n since fi+fj*U(fi)Z U(h), 
and 
zi P”(k)U(h) + P”(i) u(y) 1 zi P”(k) U(g,) + P”(i) U(b). 
These two imply 
P”(WJ(4 - u(B)1 ~P”(i)CW)- W41. (5.5) 
Were P”(i) = 0, then by (2.7) and the representation of 3 by ft+f( U o f) du, i 
would be A-inessential. So 
P”(i) > 0. (5.6) 
The last two numbered results imply 
w4 - U(P) 5 WY) - W). (5.7) 
Now suppose, besides (5.4), also 
S_ja~t_j8; {S-ja,t_j~,S-jY,t_j&}CC”‘. (5.8) 
The preference implies: &+jP”‘(k)U(s& +P”‘(j)U(~) ZCk+jp”(k)U(r/J + 
P”‘( j)U(/?). This, and (5.7), imply 
Or: s_jy~t_js. This is exactly what, by Com.CCI, should follow from (5.4) 
and (5.8). 0 
6. Preparations for the proof 
Lemma 6.1. Let E CT” be open [respectively close41 with respect to the 
product topology on F’. Let AcS, hEr”. Then the set {fA~nisAr: fAhAeE E) 
is open [respectively close4 w.r.t. the product topology on nj,,r. 
Proof. Say E is open. (For closed E, take complement.) Let V be the set 
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as defined above. Let gAE V. There exist open Ei, for all ~GS, such that g”h,, 
is in nisSEi, and such that the latter is a subset of E. We see that 
g, E~~.~E~c K nisAEi is an open neighbourhood of g, within I/. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let 3 be a weak order on P, continuous with respect to the 
product topology. Then for all f E P, {u E r: cZ> f } and { 01 E r: Cc< f > are open 
subsets of r. 
Proof. Let cl> f. Then an open neighbourhood I/c P of a exists such that 
g> f for all ge I/. We may assume that V is of the form A, x **. x A,, with 
all Aj open subsets of r. Now A: = (7;= 1Aj gives an open neighbourhood of 
u within {a E I7 a> f}. So the latter is open. 
Analogously (REP Cc< f} is open. 0 
Lemma 6.3. Let no 7t have two or more n-essential states. Let the assump- 
tions in Theorem 5.1, and also (ii) there, hold. Then also (i) and the uniqueness 
results there hold, If + is non-trivial, then v only assigns values 0 and 1. 
Proof. If there is a x with no x-essential state, then by Lemma 3.2, for all 
c(, B E r, ctx 8. By Corollary 4.1, + is trivial. Now (5.3), and (i), follow 
straightforwardly. So we assume: 
Every 7c has exactly one z-essential state. (6.1) 
The binary relation on r, also denoted by +, obviously is a weak order. By 
Lemma 6.2 it is continuous. By Debreu (1964) there exists a 4: r+R, 
representing 3 on r, unique up to a continuous increasing transformation. 
We can set U:=4, as we shall see; so any continuous increasing transform of 
U can be used. 
Next we define v. Let A CS be arbitrary. By non-triviality we can take 
some c( and /3 such that LX>/~. If iAflAc>p, then we define u(A): = 1, otherwise 
v(A): =O. By com.s.mon. and Lemma 3.2, u(A)= 1 iff for any z with 
{n(l),..., x(k)} =A, A contains the z-essential state. This shows that v is 
independent of the particular choice of 01 and B above. Also it follows that 
P”(j) = 0 for all z-inessential j, and P”(j) = 1 for the n-essential j. 
Now we show that with these constructions, (i) in Theorem 5.1 holds. Let 
f and g be two acts. Let f E C”, gE C”‘. Let i be the n-essential state, j the 
7c’-essential state. Then, by Lemma 3.2, f z f,,gwgj. There now follows: 
f >g~J$EjOU(fJZ U(gj)OCP”(k)U(f,) Zxp”‘(k)U(g,)eJ(Uof)dvZ 
s&Jog) dv. 
Finally we derive the uniqueness result (5.2). We saw above that U can be 
any continuous increasing transform of 4. Since, obviously, U has to 
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represent + on r, no other kind of U can be taken: U is unique up to a 
continuous increasing transformation. 
For uniqueness of u we consider an arbitrary A, and show that P”(i) = 0 for 
all rr-inessential i. Then P”(j) must equal 1 for the n-essential j. These values 
P”( *) uniquely determine u. So let, finally, i= n(k) be a-inessential. Let a>B. 
Let f assign a to n(l), . . . , n(k), /I to n(k+ l), . . . ,x(n). Then f and f_ip are in 
C”. By Anessentiality of i, fzf_JI_ Since U(a) > U(B), by (2.7) we obtain 
P”(i)=O. 17 
Definition 6.1. The binary relation + satisfies restricted solvability if, for all 
i, .A g, a, Y, 
[f-ia+g+f-iy]*[there exists /I such that f_iBxg]. 
Lemma 6.4. A continuous weak order 3 satisfies restricted solvability. 
Proof. See Krantz et al. (1971, section 6.12.3). 
Definition 6.2. Let Cc P. Let (Vj)j”= I be an array of functions, each from a 
subset of r to the reals. Then (Vj)y= 1 are additive value functions (for +) on 
C if the function V:JHC;=~ Vj(fi) is well-defined on C, and represents 3 on 
C. If a function I/ on a subset C of r” can be written as a sum 
l’:f~Cj”= 1 V,(h), then I/ is additive. 
Theorem 6.1 [Debreu (1960)]. Let at least three states be essential on r”. 
The following two statements are equivalent for the binary relation 3 on r”: 
(i) There exists a continuous additive representation of the binary relation +. 
(ii) The binary relation $= is a continuous weak order which satisfies CI. 
Furthermore the function in (i) is unique up to a positive affine transformation. 
Definition 6.3. aEr is maximal [respectively minimal] if /?>a [respectively 
/?<a] for no BEr. 
7. Additive value functions on C’ 
In this section we derive results for Cid. Of course, analogous results hold 
for any C”. 
Assumption 7.1 (for this section). The assumptions, and statement (ii) of 
Theorem 5.1 hold. There are at least two id-essential states. Further, we assume 
that all states are id-essential. No maximal or minimal consequences exist. 
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The assumption of the existence of at least two id-essential states is 
essential for the sequel. The assumption that all states are id-essential is 
made only for convenience. By Lemma 3.2 id-inessential states do not affect 
the preference relation on Cid, and may just as well be suppressed from 
notation. They simply get assigned additive value functions I$’ that are 
constant, say zero. Let us, as a preparation, establish ‘certainty equivalents’. 
Lemma 7.1. For every f E F” there exists a such that f x OS. 
Proof. For f E F” there exist i, j, such that fin fk~fi for all keS. Let 
I/:={aer:E>f}, W={/?sPf>/?}. Then I/n W=& I/and Ware open by 
Lemma 6.2. Now fi $ W and fj# V by w.mon. From connectedness of I’ 
existence can be derived of an a$ Vu W; cl% f. 0 
7.1. Additive value functions (V;)j”= 1 on the sets Eh 
Notation 7.1. For hECid, Eh:=Et x”‘x Efi, with E~:={a~f:a+h~), Ei:= 
{aEF:h,_t+a}, and for all l#j#n, Ejh:={a~F:h~_~+a+h~}. 
We have hE EhcCid. The Eh’s are Cartesian products, and they are 
comonotonic so that on them the conditions of this paper hold without the 
comonotonicity premise. That enables us to apply, after some preparatory 
topological work, Theorem 3 of Debreu (1960). 
Notation 7.2. The topology on r is denoted as z. By T($=) we denote the 
coarsest topology on r with respect to which 3 on r is continuous. By 
. . . IE we denote: ‘restricted to E’. 
By Lemma 6.2 we see that $3) is coarser than z, so is connected and 
separable too. First let us note that: 
Lemma 7.2. Any E c F of the form (aE T: a+a+z}, (aE T: a+a>z}, 
{aEr:a>a+T), {aEF:a>a>~}, {a~~a+a}, (aEF:a>a}, (aEr:a+Z}, or 
{aEF:a>T}, is connected with respect to z(+)IE. 
Proof. Throughout this proof, ‘open’ always refers to $3). Let E have a 
form as above. Let F,, F, be open in r. Let E, =E n F,, E,=E n F2. 
Suppose E, # q5 # E,, E, n E, = 4, E, u E, = E. We derive a contradiction. 
Let a1 E E,, a2 E E,. z(+) does not separate between x-equivalent conse- 
quences, so a1 xal does not hold. Say a,<a2. Define: 
G,: = [F, n {a: a,<a<a,}] u [{a: a=$a,}], and 
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G,:= [F, n {a:a,<a<a,)] u [{a:a+a,}]. 
First we derive openness of G1. For any element of Gr, an open 
neighbourhood H of it within G, must be found. Let LEG,. If 6<a,, take 
H={a:a<a,}; if 6>a,, H=F, n {a;al<a<az} is taken. So finally let 6wa,. 
There must be an open neighbourhood H’ if 6 within F, of the form 
{a:a>p}, or {a:vta>p}, or {a:v>a} for some P,VE~. The first case is 
impossible since a2 $F,. So, finally, H= {a: v>a} can be taken, in both 
remaining cases. 
Analogously openness of G, is derived. Openness of G, and Gz contradicts 
connectedness of r. 0 
The above lemma shows that, if we use $3) instead of r, then every E: is 
connected. 
Lemma 7.3. Every Eg is separable w.r.t. z( 3) 1 E;. 
Proof. This is obvious if Ej” contains exactly one x-equivalence class. If 
it contains more, then the intersection with E; of any countable dense 
subset of r is dense in E:, since every subset H of Ejh, open w.r.t. 
r(3) 1 E:, has open, and by connectedness non-empty, intersection with 
HA {Khj_,>CX>hj}. q 
Lemma 7.4. For any h E C id, 3, restricted to Eh, is continuous with respect to 
the product topology of the z( 3) 1 Ejh’s. 
Proof. Let f,gEEh, f>g. We construct an auxiliary f* such that f*>g, 
and by means of this a subset F, x ..+ x F, of {v E Eh: v>g}, containing f, and 
with every Fjc E! open with respect to $+)I E). For the construction of j-7, 
consider 
K={aEr:(a,f2 ,..., f,)>g}. 
By Lemma 6.1 this is open with respect to z. V contains f1 so is non-empty. 
If V contains h,, then f:=h, and F,=Ei is taken. If V does not contain h,, 
then by connectedness of r with respect to z, V cannot be closed with 
respect to z, so not of the form {a: a+f,}, as follows from Lemma 6.2. Since 
V, by w.mon., contains all a+fl, V must contain an a<fl. This a cannot be 
<h, (that, by w.mon., would imply h, E V). So h,<a<f,:aeE:. Take 
f:=a, F,=E: n(pEr:jI>a}. 
Anyway, (f:, f2,. . . , _fJM, and F, is open with respect to t(+) 1 Et. By 
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analogous constructions we obtain ff,F, ,..., f.*,F,, such that 
(fY,fZ,..*,fj*, fj+l,..* ,f,,)>g for all j, Fj= E: if ff =hj, otherwise hj<ff < 
fj and Fj= Ej” n {/I: B>ff}. Finally, (fy,. . . ,fz)>g. For every w E F, x ... x 
F,, in particular w= f, wj$ff for all j. By w.mon.:w+j-*>g. 
So indeed, if f>g, we can construct F, x ... x F, c [E” n {w:w>g}], 
containing f, and open with respect to the product topology of $+)I E;, 
j=l , . . . , n. Hence {f E Eh:f >g} is open with respect to the latter product 
topology, for all gE Eh. Analogously {ffz Eh:f<g} is open, for all g. 
Continuity of 3 with respect to the product topology of the z(+)l Eys 
follows. I-J 
Proposition 7.1. For any h E Cid there exists a continuous additive represen- 
tation Vh:f~~j”=l V:(h) for & on Eh, unique up to a positive affine 
transformation. 
Proof. We only consider the case where three or more coordinates are 
essential on Eh; for the other case see Wakker (1986, Proposition VI.7.4). 
Since Eh, and any subset of it, is comonotonic, Com.CI holds without the 
comonotonicity restriction, i.e., CI holds. 
Next we take care of the needed topological conditions. On every ET we 
take as topology z( 3) 1 Et. By Lemma 7.2, E! is connected, by Lemma 7.3 it 
is separable. On Eh we take the product topology. By Lemma 7.4, 3 on Eh is 
continuous with respect to this topology. By Theorem 3 of Debreu (1960) (a 
version of Theorem 6.1 where the factor sets are allowed to be different) 
there is an additive representation, unique up to a positive affine transforma- 
tion, and continuous w.r.t. the product topology of r( >) 1 E)( j = 1,. . . , h), so 
certainly w.r.t. the finer ‘old’ topology. 0 
7.2. Fitting the functions VT together on Cid 
Our next step is to show that there exist Vy: T-R, j= 1,. . . , n, such that 
for every h and j, V; can be taken to be the restriction of VP to E!. This of 
course could never be done if there were Ac S, and s, t E Cd, such that 
tV:)j,* and (V;)jsA would be additive value functions for different binary 
relations on the ‘common domain’ njeA(E; n E:). By comonotonic coordi- 
nate independence (Lemma 4.1) that never happens. Both (V;) jEA and 
(V[i) jEA are additive value functions for the binary relation +: with 
7~ =identity, on appropriate domains. 
Lemma 7.5. There exists a continuous additive function V:fHc;=l q(fi) on 
Cd which represents 3 on every Eh, and which is unique up to a positive affine 
transformation. 
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Proof. On every Eh we are given an additive representation I/“:ft+ 
Cy=r I’!(&) h h w ic is unique up to a positive affine transformation. So we 
may add to every V) an arbitrary ‘location’ constant zj (h), and multiply the 
Vjh’s by one common positive ‘scale constant’ a(h), to obtain again an 
additive representation. The plan in the sequel is to choose, in five stages, 
scales and locations such that all Vys ‘fit together’, i.e., are the same on 
common domains. They can then be considered the restriction of one array 
(V,‘“)j”,,. 
There must exist /I’,B’ E r such that /I’>/3’. We shall set Vy(/?‘) =0 for 
all j, and V’p(p’) = 1. (In Assumption 8.1 the scale will be changed.) 
Stage I. Choice of scale and location on E’ with r=p’. 
Let r (‘reference point’) = fl”. E’, = { a:c~+/?~}, it contains /I’. E~=(a:a<fi”}. 
For all 1 # j # n, ES= {a: a z PO}. Of course we choose scale and locations 
such that 
V;(/3”) =0 for all j, v;(/?‘)= 1. (7.1) 
Stage 2. Choice of scale on every Eh, and location for every V:, Vt. 
Let he Cid be arbitrary. By Com.CI, (V;, Vl,) and (Vt, Vi) are additive 
value functions for the same +$, n) on (E’, A E:) x (E’, n Ez). Note that both 1 
and n are essential on (E; n Et) x(E’,n E$ with respect to +it,“,. By 
Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, E; n Eh, and E’, n Eh, are connected and separable with 
respect to the restrictions of z(+), and by Proposition 7.1 we get uniqueness 
up to a positive affme transformation. So we can choose the scale for 
(V!, Vz), (and hence for all (V!)Jzl,) and the locations for (Vt, Vz), such that 
V;=V: on E;nE:, and Vi= Vi on E’, n Et. Thus we shall see, even 
stronger, 
VS, = V: and VS, = Vf, on common domain for all s, t E Cid. (7.2) 
This follows since, on (E”, n E\) x (E”, n E’,), (VS,, VS,) and (V:, Vi) are additive 
value functions for the same +ij,.r, hence they can differ only with respect to 
their locations, and a common scale. However, for j= 1, n, Vj and Vj 
coincide (with V;) on (Ejn E$n ES); hence they coincide on common 
domains. 
Stage 3. Intermediate observation. 
In fact, for all s, t, j, V; and V; now have the same scale, and differ only 
with respect to their location, as we shall show: 
For all s, t E Cid, and 15 j 5 n, there exist constants Zj(S, t) 
such that on E; n E;, V:= Zj(S, t) + Vi. 
(7.3) 
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For j=l or j=n, by (7.2), in fact zj(s,C)=O. SO let l#j#n. Then 
(I’;, Vj, Vi) and (Vi, I$, Vi) are additive value functions for the same >:f,j,n, 
on (E”, n E\) x (E; n E;) x (E”, n E’,). So they can differ only by location, and 
common scale. However, VS, and Vi, and I’S, and I’:, coincide on their 
common domain (which contains more than one element). The common 
scales must be the same. 
Stage 4. Choice of location for all Vjh’s (j # 1, n), having go in their domain. 
Of course for all V)‘s as above we choose location such that Vjh(/I’) = 0. 
Now not only (7.1) to (7.3) hold, but also: 
If L’g and Vi have /I” in their domain then they 
coincide on common domain. (7.4) 
Stage 5. Choice of location for remaining I’ys. 
NOW let he Crd and j be such that j# 1, j#n, j?O$E)= (~hj_l++hj}. 
Say hj>Po(hj_ l<fl” is analogous). Let r(h)E Cid be such that (r(h)),= hj_1 for 
all i< j, (r(h))i=/?o for all il j. Then E~~E~(~)={cch~_~~a~/?~}. By Stage 4, 
V;(“)(fi’) = 0. We now choose the location of Vj” such that I$= VyO on E;. 
We shall show: 
For all s, t E Cid, 15 j 5 n, V; and I’: coincide on 
common domain. (7.5) 
We check this only for the case where 1 # j#n, /I” is neither in the domain 
of V;, nor in that of V) (other cases have been dealt with before, or are 
analogous), and sj>/Io. Here Ej is of the form {a:Sj_ r+a+sj). For Ef to 
intersect E;, we must have tj>Bo. Now “7 and I’;@) coincide on Ey n ES’“‘, so 
do V: and I’?) on E: n Eli”‘; so do, by (7.4), Y;(‘) and I’;“’ on El’“’ n E;(‘). The 
latter contains E; n Efi. (7.5) follows. 
We can now define (I$“);= i. For any SUE r, and 15 j sn, we take any 
h E Cid such that tx E ET; hj= TV suffices for that. Then we define V?(E): = V)(a). 
By (7.5) this does not depend on the particular choice of h; and every Vj” is 
now the restriction of VP to Ej”. 
For continuity, let sup( I’?(f)) > p > v > inf( V?(r)). Openness of { fj: p> 
V?(h) > v} follows from Proposition 7.1, with h such that v> Vy(hj) and, if 
j > 1, Vy(hj_ 1) > p. Continuity of Vi follows. 
Finally the uniqueness result. Any (WY);= i, for which real Zj, j= 1,. . . , n, 
and positive u exist such that Wy=zj+aVy for all j, satisfy the require- 
ments of the lemma. Conversely, if ( Wp);=l satisfy all the requirements of 
the lemma, then so do 
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zp: = [WY - wy(pO)]/[ W’p(jP) - W’p(jP)]. 
From Zy(fi”)=O, Zip(fi’)= 1, and from rereading the proof, the reader can 
see that this uniquely determines Zy, Zy = Vy must hold for all j. q 
Note that we may not yet conclude that ( Vjd)jn=i are additive value 
functions on all of Cid. 
7.3. The functions (VlG);= 1 are additive value functions on Cid 
Lemma 7.6 For all (id-essential) k: [a+/?]e[Vid(cr)> Vid(#I)]. Hence 
cw+-c~ Vid(4 2 1 ccdu91. 
Proof. Let a,& k be arbitrary. Say a+/?. Let &=a for all j< k, fj=p for all 
E2my;; (f=)fek/3 and f_,aeC id, and f-$ and f_kag E/. By w.mon. and 
* 7 
By com.s.mon. and Lemma 7.5, 
Analogously, 
a<j?*V~d(a) <vp(p). 
All of this together implies that VP represents + on r. q 
Lemma 7.7. Let f ECid, f xOr. Then C~=~V~(~~)=C~=~V~(C$ 
Proof. The case fjz a for all j is direct. The case &a for some j and &<a 
for no j, and the case &<a for some j and fi>a for no j, are excluded by 
com.s.mon. So suppose j<i exist such that fj>a, fi+I~~~~xfi_,~a,f<a. 
We define f” such that f f = fk for all & it( a, and f f = a for all fn z a. 
Now suppose, for some 05 1 in-2, ff E Cid has been defined such that 
f ‘~6, and ~Vp(f:)=~V~d(fk), with at least 1 coordinates of f’ equal to a, 
and no coordinate of f’ equivalent but unequal to a. If in fact f’ has I+ 1 or 
more coordinates equal to a, define f ‘+I:= f I. If not, then, say: 
f!,,>a, ffi+l=...=fL_l=a, fb<a, with b=a+l+l. 
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If now ft-,,ba,az:CI, define f’+‘:= f’-ll,ba,a. 
If f!ll,ba,a<C1, define, by Lemma 6.4, a<ff,“t<ff, such that 
f ‘+l:=(fl_b,.a,f~+l)~:. 
If f ca,ba,a>GI, define a> f b”+ f t, such that 
f ‘+‘:=(f’_ .,ba, f b+‘)z&. 
In any case, for h= f IOa, both f *+’ and f’ are in Eh, their ath coordinate 
being ‘between’ f f, _ 1 and a, their bth coordinate ‘between’ a and f 5. Hence 
by Lemma 7.5, f’(z:)z f”’ implies ~V~d(f:“)=CV~d(f~). 
Finally we end up with f “- 1 x Or, with n- 1 coordinates equal to a. Then 
by com.s.mon. the remaining coordinate of f n- ’ must also be equivalent, so 
equal, to a. And 
follows. 0 
Theorem 7.1. There exists a continuous additive representation V: fH 
Cj”= 1 Vj( fj) for + on Cid, unique up to a positive afine transformation. 
Proof. Let f,gECid be arbitrary. Let (Vy);=, be as constructed above. Let 
a,fl be such that f z&gzfl (Lemma 7.1). Then f +g iff E+j?, which by 
Lemma 7.6 is iff &Vid(a) 2$Vkd(/I). The latter by Lemma 7.7 holds iff 
CkV;d(fk)2CkV;d(gk). 0 
8. Completion of the proof of Theorem 5.1 under absence of maximal and 
minimal consequences 
Assumption 8.1 (for this section, with Theorem 8.1 excepted). The assump- 
tions, and statement (ii), of Theorem 5.1 hold. There exists a z with two K- 
essential states, say rc=identity. By m we denote an id-essential state. No 
maximal or minimal consequences exist. Let /?‘>t!?’ be two fixed consequences. 
For every rc with two or more z-essential states, the continuous additive 
representation V”:fk-+cj”= 1 V;(fj) of + on C” (which exists according to the 
previous section) is chosen such that I’,“(/?‘) =0 for all j, and ~~=1 V;(/J1)= 1. 
Note that we have changed ‘scale’, as compared to the previous section. 
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There we had I’:“@‘) = 1, now xi”= I Vy(b’) = 1. Note also that, at present, 
we may not yet conclude for different 71, n’, and f~ C”, ge C”‘, that 
f+gox;= 1 V,“(fj) ~cj”= 1 Vjn’(gj). The only consequences of Com.CCI that 
we used in the previous section, i.e., comonotonic coordinate independence, 
weak monotonicity, and comonotonic strong monotonicity, probably do not 
sufftce for this purpose. We shall essentially use: 
Lemma 8.1. Let there be at least two n-essential, and two a’-essential, states. 
Let k be r’-essential. Then for all 1 ES, VF = 4, o Vi’ on C” n C”’ for a constant 
or positive affine 4,. 
Proof, Say A’ is the identity. We write 4 for &. If 1 is n-inessential, then Vf 
is constant, and 4 is the same constant. So assume: 
1 is w-essential. 
By Lemma 7.6 (which applies to all essential k) V; and VP represent the 
same 3, hence V;= c$ o Vid for an increasing 4 which is continuous by 
Wakker (1986, Corollary VIII. 10). 
First note that Com.CCI implies the same property with all preferences 
replaced by equivalences. This we write out in terms of additive value 
functions, and with 4 o Vkd for V; everywhere: 
for all f_ktl, g-J, f_k~, g_,6ECid, and s-ra, t-J?, s-~Y, t_$EC”, 
{ Vid(a)- VLd(fi) =(l)xj_+k[Vy(gj) - Vy(fj)] =(2) VP(y) - Vid(S)} (8.1) 
and 
~~ V~d(a)-~O V~d(B)=‘3’Cj+l[Vj”(tj)- Vj”(Sj)] (8.2) 
imply 
Cj+l[V;(tj)- Vy(Sj)] =(4)f#)0 Vid(Y)-4’ vLd(s)* (8.3) 
Now let I/id(p) be an arbitrary element of int(Vid(r)). There can be seen to 
be an interval S around VP(p), so small that for all Vid(a), VP(B), Vkd(y), and 
VLd(6) ES, there exist f,g such that ~-Qx, g_JI, f_kr, g-,6 are in Cid, and 
such that = (l) is satisfied. For this we use the existence of a state i # k which 
is id-essential, so that the interval Vid(r) is non-degenerate. Of course, if i< k, 
then fi+a, f&r, g&B, g&6 holds. If i>k, the reverse has to hold. 
Furthermore, by continuity of 4, S can be taken so small that 4(S) is small 
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enough to guarantee existence of s and t such that ~_!a, t-t/3, s _g, t _$ are 
in C”, and such that =(3) holds. 
We conclude for all Vkd(a), Vid(/?), Vid(y), VLd(6) ES, 
Vid(a) - VLd(fl) = Vid(?;) - Vid(6) 
=H#J 0 Vkd(a) - C#I 0 Vid(/3) = C$ 0 Vid(y) - 4 0 Vkd(6). (8.4) 
This is now shown by choosing f,g,s, t as above. (8.4), only for the case 
where B=r, already s&ices to show that on S, 4 satisfies: 4((a* +6*)/ 
2) = [&a*)+c$(6*))]/2. By Theorem 1 of section 2.1.4 of AczCl (1966), or by 
(88) of section 3.7 of Hardy et al. (1934), 4 must be atfine on S. Hence it has 
constant derivative everywhere on int (Vi(r)). Consequently #J must be affrne 
on Vi(r). 0 
For all 7~ with two or more rr-essential states, we can, by Lemma 8.1, and 
the fact that all V;(B”) equal 0, define 1; E R, such that, with m id-essential: 
We define, for all these rc, 
For rr with exactly one n-essential state, say 1, we define 
p;:=l,p;:=Oforalli#I. (8.7) 
Next we define U:T+R. 
Definition 8.1. For all a E r, U: a Hz;= 1 VT(a). 
Lemma 8.2. For all TT with two or more x-essential states, and all a, 
V;(a) =pj”U(a). For all IT, cpjn= 1. 
Proof. Let 7~ have two a-essential states. Then 
pi” U(a) = [AT/C:= 1 Aj”] [x1= 1 Vi”(a)] 
For such “,Cpi”=C~~/Cnjd=Cv~(p’)/Cvid(B’) = l/l = 1. 
For other 71, with only one z-essential state, [Ipi”= l] is direct. 
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Lemma 8.3. Let ~EC”, fxE. Then ~j”U(f,)=U(a). 
Proof. If there are two or more z-essential states, then by Lemma 7.7, 
adapted to C”, CVy(fj) =~V~“(LY). H ence then CpyU(fj) =&$U(a) = U(a). 
If rr has exactly one z-essential state, say k, then by Lemma 3.2, f~7~. 
Hence by Lemma 7.6, U(f& = U(a), i.e., ~p~U(fj) = U(a). q 
Lemma 8.4. Let f EC’, gEC”‘. Then f ~gOCin=lplU(fj)~cj”=lp~‘U(gj). 
Proof. Let (Lemma 7.1) f w Cc, gzfl. Then f+g iff Cr+fl, which by Lemma 
7.6 holds iff U(a)2 U(p). By Lemma 8.3 the latter holds iff cpj”U(fJ2 
&$ ukj). 0 
Lemma 8.5. Let AcS. Let A={n(l) ,..., rr(k))={rr’(l) ,..., n’(k)}. Then 
&py=c;=Ip$ 
Proof. Let &=/I’ for all SEA, &=/I0 for all j$A. Then ~EC” and ~EC”‘. 
Apply the above Lemma with g=f. 0 
The following result holds in generality without Assumption 8.1 presumed. 
Theorem 8.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold. Let (ii) there hold. 
Furthermore, let no maximal or minimal consequences xist, and let there be a 
n with two or more z-essential states. Then (i), and (.5.1), of Theorem 5.1 hold. 
Proof. According to Lemma 8.5, and (2.1 l), with P”(j): = pj” for all I(, j, there 
exists a unique capacity v in accordance with (2.6). Note that the U in 
Definition 8.1 is continuous. Lemma 8.4, and (2.7) now give (i) of Theorem 
5.1. 
To derive (5.1), say there are two id-essential states. Then the fact that 
(Pid( j) U);= 1 are additive value functions for 3 on Cid, and uniqueness up to 
a positive athne transformation of x~C(Vy)(x~) in Theorem 7.1, give 
uniqueness up to a positive affine transformation of U, and together with 
[xPid( j) = l] uniquely determine (Pid( j));= 1. Analogously (P”( j))y= 1 are 
uniquely determined for any rr with two or more R-essential states. If n has 
exactly one n-essential state k, then P”(k) = 1 must hold, and P”(j) =0 for all 
j#k. 0 
9. Maximal and/or minimal consequences 
In this section we derive the implication (ii)*(i), and the uniqueness result 
(5.1) in Theorem 5.1, for the case where maximal and/or minimal conse- 
quences may exist. 
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Assumption 9.1 (for this section). The assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold. Also 
statement (ii) there holds. There exists a permutation or with two or more n- 
essential states. We assume that 7~ is identity. 
Lemma 9.1. Let a, y E F be such that a> y. Then there exists fi E F such that 
a>B>y. 
Proof. E: = {b:/?>y} and F: = {j:p<a} are open and non-empty. Their 
union is r, for if 6 E F’ then 6+a so 6>y. Hence by connectedness of r, E 
and F must intersect. 0 
Notation 9.1. F*:= {aE F:a is neither maximal nor minimal}. G”*: = G” n 
(r*y. 
Since rc=id has a n-essential state, there exists a>/?. By Lemma 9.1, r* is 
non-empty, and has no (‘new’) maximal or minimal consequences itself. 
Lemma 9.2. If i is essential on G” (i.e. n-essential), then it is on G”*. 
Proof. Say rc is identity. There exist a,/IEF such that a>/?. Twice Lemma 
9.1 gives y,6 such that a>y>b>/I. Let f ECid have fk=y for all kli, &=S 
for all k > i. Then f_ir, f_ iS are in Cid, even in Cid*. By com.s.mon. 
f-iY>f -i6. 0 
Next we show that, on (r*)“, (i) in Theorem 5.1 is satisfied. 
Proposition 9.1. There exist a capacity v, and a continuous function 
U*:F*+R, such that fHJ(U*o f)dv represents 3 on (F*)“. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.1, r* itself has no maximal or minimal consequences. 
By Lemma 9.2, essentiality of states on (r*)” is as on P. The proposition 
now follows from Theorem 8.1, if the required topological conditions can be 
guaranteed. This is done analogously to subsection 7.1: z(+) 1 r* is taken as 
topology on r*. Mainly by Lemma 7.2 and an analogue of Lemma 7.3, 
connectedness and separability are preserved. Continuity of + on (r*)” with 
respect to the product topology of the ~(+)lr *‘s, differs only in details from 
Lemma 7.4. 0 
Lemma 9.3. Zf a is maximal [respectively minima& then U*(F*) is bounded 
above [respectively below]. 
Proof. The proof is given only for the case of a maximal a. Let i < j be two 
id-essential states. Let, only in this proof, (fl,jj) denote the act h with hk=P 
for k 2 i, h, = y for k > i, for all j?, y E r. By com.s.mon., for all y E r*, tL>(c(, 7). 
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Let y E f * be fixed, let fi (by Lemma 7.1) be such that (&,T) z p (so /I E r*). 
Now for all PET* with @y, (p,$J) is in rid*, and (j&~))<(E,i,)xfl, so 
u({L..., i>, u*(p) + c&q - u({ 1, * * * , i})l u*(Y) <u*(8). (9.1) 
Since i is essential on rid*, ~((1,. ., i}) is positive, and (9.1) induces an upper 
bound for { U*(&,~ET*,@~}, thus for U*(T*). 0 
Definition 9.1. If tx E r is maximal, then U(a): =sup(U*(T*)). If a E r is 
minimal, then U(a): =inf( U*(T*)). If u E r*, then U(a): = U*(a). 
As we saw above, U(a) E R for all a. 
Notation 9.2. r+: = r* u {a E f: a is maximal}. 
Lemma 9.4. For all f~(r+)“, and OEr with f x0, J(Uof)dv=U(e). 
Proof. Say f~ rid. By com.s.mon., 8 is not minimal, so 0E r+. If no 
maximal a exists, Proposition 9.1 gives the desired result. So let a be 
maximal. Let Olkln be such that fixa ,..., fkza, fk+l<a ,..., f.<a. If 0 is 
maximal, then 8 x a, and by com.s.mon. k + 1,. . . , n must be id-inessential. 
Then j( U of) du = U(e) follows. 
There remains the most complicated case, where 8 is not maximal, so, 
neither being minimal, is in r*. First we show that j(Uof) dus U(e). By 
w.mon., for all PET* with (a>)p+fk+l, 
(~L,...,~L,fk+l,...,fn)~e, i.e., S(uo(~,...,Cl,fk+l,...,fn))du~uU(e). 
Writing, for all 15 js k, U(h) = U(a) =sup{ U(p):p E r*,+fk+ 1} shows that 
J(Uof)du~ u(e). 
To see that j(U~f)duz U(e), we consider 6 such that 0>6, so f>& By 
standard arguments continuity of 3, and connectedness of r, imply existence 
of pk such that fk>pk+_hk+l, and f-k.+& Also, pk-1 eXiStS such that 
_&-1>&1+/$ and (f-k-l,k/&l,/‘k)>8. Finally we end up with a>pl+ 
pz+*‘+/& such that (PI ,..., /&,fk+l,..., f,)>& Hence, for all PEr such 
that tL>&=pi(+.“+=,.&), we obtain ~(U0(&...,~,~k+1,...,f.))dU>U(6). 
Substituting, for 15 j5 k, U(h) = U(a) = sup{ U(p):p E r*, +pI}, shows 
that J( U of) dul U(6). This holds for all 640. Hence 
~(Uof)duBU(e). 0 
Lemma 9.5. The map ftij(U o f) do represents 3 on (r+)“. 
Proof. First for constant acts. Suppose y>6, with y maximal. Then, by 
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Lemma 9.1, y>a>b for some JET. So U(y)2 U(a) > U(6) follows, the latter 
strict inequality follows from Proposition 9.1. All other cases of 
r+&=U(y) 2 U(6) are straightforward. 
Next let f,gE (r+)” be arbitrary. Let f z 7, gw 8 (by Lemma 7.1). Then 
f~goy~~oU(y)~U(6)oS(Uof)dv2 J(Uog)dv, the latter by Lemma 
9.4. 0 
Next we must turn to (r+ u (R E T:cr is minimal})” = r”, and show that also 
here fwj(Uof)d v represents +. This is very analogous to the above, 
elaboration is left out. We conclude that the implication (ii)*(i) in Theorem 
5.1 is now also established if maximal and/or minimal consequences exist. 
For the uniqueness result (5.1) in Theorem 5.1, we must show that for 
maximal [respectively minimal] c1 no other choice for U(a), than sup(U(T*)) 
[or inf(U(r*))] can be made. This can be seen for instance from the proof of 
Lemma 9.4. Let i> j be two id-essential states. Then, with c( maximal, 
fi=...=fi=cc, ~l>fi+~+..*+f~, the formula S(Uof)dv=U(B) there 
uniquely determines U(a). For minimal consequences matters are analogous. 
10. Survey of the proof of Theorem 5.1, and concluding remarks 
The implication (i)*(ii) in Theorem 5.1 has been established irectly below 
the theorem. The proof of (ii)*(i) for the case where no n has two or more 
n-essential states, and the proof of the uniqueness results (5.2) and (5.3), 
have been given in Lemma 6.3. There remains the case where at least one 
n has two or more n-essential states. The case of no maximal or 
minimal consequences is handled in Theorem 8.1, the existence of maximal 
consequences i  handled in Lemma 9.5, the general case in the final lines of 
section 9. 
Topological separability of r is needed only for permutations rc with 
exactly one n-essential state. This is shown in Wakker (1986, ch. VI). 
Let us now shortly and somewhat incompletely sketch how in the set-up 
of Schmeidler (1984a) the conditions of ‘comonotonic independence’ and 
w.mon. (called ‘monotonicity’ by Schmeidler) in the presence of the other 
‘usual’ conditions, imply Com.CCI. Schmeidler assumes that r is a set of 
lotteries, so that a mixture operation can be defined in the usual way. Then 
von Neumann-Morgenstern independence requires the implication 
S>g and O<As l*Jf+(l -I)h>Ag+(l -I)h 
for any f,g, h. Schmeidler weakens this to comonotonic independence by 
requiring the implication only for comonotonic {f,g, hj, and uses mainly this 
to characterize maximization of a Choquet-integral. Now suppose further 
that f_iCr, g_ip, f-i77 g-,6, S_jU, t-j/l, S_jy, t_jS are as in Definition 4.1, 
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with the exception that now s_,y<t_,6, in violation of Com.CCI. Let us for 
simplicity suppose furthermore that all preferences in Definition 4.1 are strict 
(the general case is derived from this through the continuity condition in 
Schmeidler’s set-up, and mixtures with better/worse constant acts, with 
weights tending to zero). A violation of w.mon. will be derived. We get 
the first preference by f_ia<g_iS and comonotonic independence, the 
second preference by f-iy>g-i6 and comonotonic independence. Further 
the first preference by s_ja> t -jB and comonotonic independence, the second 
by s_~Y< t_ j6 and comonotonic independence. Deleting middle mixtures in 
the above triples, and rewriting, we get 
and 
If [&x +$?I 3 [)jl + $71, then the first preference violates w.mon, if [ia + )S] < 
[@+fy] then the second preference violates w.mon. 
The main result of this paper, Theorem 5.1, provides, under restrictions 
appropriate for economic applications, a behavioural foundation for non- 
additive probabilities in decision making under uncertainty. It is hoped that 
this will help in clarifying the usefulness of non-additive probabilities. 
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